
Light microscope
Droping pipette
Paper towels
Lens tissue
Blu tack
2 glass microscope slides
Mixed algal suspension/Pond water species [1].

Materials

"In Bloom"

- a hanging drop protocol to
observe mixed algae and
make an identification key

Clean 2 glass slides by
rubbing each of them gently
with a piece of lens tissue. 

Stick 2 small pieces of blu
tack on one slide, about 3 cm
apart. 

Gently swirl the flask
containing the algal culture
to mix the contents. Using a
pipette, draw up some of
the suspension and place a
single drop in the middle of
the second glass slide.

SCN3-01a: I can sample
and identify living things
from different habitats...
SCN3-13a: Using a
microscope, I have

developed my
understanding of the

structure and variety of
cells...



Working quickly, turn the slide over
so that the drop hangs down and
place the slide with the drop over
the first slide and stick it down on
the blu tack.

The drop should hang between the
two slides without touching the
bottom one.

Now observe the algae
using the light
microscope, starting
with the x10 objective
lens.

Following your observations,
make a branching or
paired-statement key to
support the identification of
the organisms you have
found. Use the diagram on
the next page to help.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z83qcj6/revision/4
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/z83qcj6/revision/4


What did you notice?
Algae are diverse, the majority of
which are unicellular. You might have
noticed a wide range of shapes and
sizes; some are motile and may swim
across the field of view during
observation. You might have spotted
a "desmid", with their 3 planes of
symmetry. Symmetrical "diatoms"
might also be observed. Algae are
green; this is because they carry out
photosynthesis and are therefore
important in carbon fixation and as
producers in our water ecosystems. 
If you observed a culture of
protozoa, you might have noted their
motility and ability to change shape;
this is because they lack a cell wall.
Some of these organisms have tiny
hair-like structures called cilia, which
create "currents" to draw in food
materials. 

Suggest why algae might be
important in our oceans and

rivers?

Many protozoa lack a cell wall.
Based on your observations,

predict which ones these might
be.

Can you spot any protozoa that
have cilia? Discuss the possible
purposes of these structures.

https://mote.fyi/tbm9w95


Let's Talk...Environmental Issues
I can explain some of the processes which contribute to climate change and
discuss the possible impact of atmospheric change on the survival of living things
- SCN3-05b.

Following on from microscopic observations of algae and protozoa, the
SSERC Let's Talk...Environmental Issues can provide a great opportunity to
discuss and debate current global issues.

Push Yourself Further: This podcast [2] examines a current
use of algae in the clean up of industrial carbon-rich fumes in
the global fight against climate change.

Watch this video from
NASA to learn more about

climate change.

Click the icon to see how
algae is helping one
industry become more

sustainable.

Download Let's Talk by
clicking on the icon.

When you finish your
observations, place
organisms back in their
sample container and put
slides and pipettes in a
discard jar.

https://youtu.be/HiZJy2Km2DU
https://ssercltd-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/enquiries_sserc_scot/Ev9L_FBwUF5Nl9p3qGHutuoBuiQAyh-vd7tXhtvWrEzowQ?e=ZlS1vz
https://youtu.be/WNpzc3SLkxs
https://youtu.be/l2FhmB7Iqgo


An interesting alternative to observing cells from
bought-in algae cultures or pond water is to

observe a "Moss Safari" [3].
In this activity, you will aim to spot the "Big Five"
moss micro-organisms at lower (x10 and x40) and

higher (x400) magnifications.

nematodes

rotifers

tardigrades

mites

gastrotrichs

naked amoeba

testate amoeba

heliozoans

vorticella

protozoa

The Big 5 at lower
magnifications

The Big 5 at higher
magnifications

Light microscope
2x glass microscope slide
Paper towel
Piece of moss
Metal forceps

Materials

The moss squeeze technique

Petri dish
Filter paper
Dropping pipette
Blu-tack



When ~1ml of moss squeeze
remains in the filter paper
cone, extract this using a
dropping pipette. Place one
drop of this onto a microscope
slide and prepare a hanging
drop as described in the
protocol above. 

Pour the surrounding
liquid through a cone of
filter paper to collect
any organisms. Allow the
majority of the "moss
squeeze" to drain
through the filter paper.

Collect a small piece of
moss and soak overnight,
indoors, in a Petri dish of
distilled water. This moss
was collected from a tree
stump in a Scottish forest.

Agitate the moss using
metal forceps to release
the organisms into the
surrounding water. Squeeze
the moss, using your fingers,
from the rhizoids to the
ends of the moss.



Can you spot "the big 5"?

The images and videos below show some of the organisms you might
observe from your moss squeeze. This might vary depending on where you
found your moss, the weather conditions prior to collection and how long
you soak your moss. The following page includes an image and description
of key organisms to pick up; these have been called "the big 5" at lower

and higher magnification.

Downloadable identification guides (as included below) are available
from the Moss Safari website [4]. 

https://youtu.be/ZyceokNJMp0
https://youtu.be/ZyceokNJMp0
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1QkFikqOyLUnGGFqMWqblasQLlIIjN7Er?usp=sharing


The Big 5 at higher
magnifications
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The Big 5 at lower
magnifications
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